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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hopf algebra which is Frobenius over a commutative ring k. 
Let A be an H-module algebra, A H its ring of invariants under the 
H-action, and A # H the associated semidirect, or smash, product. This 
setup has been shown by the authors and S. Montgomery [CF, CFM], 
to give rise to a Morita context [AH, A, A, A # H] with structure 
maps[,]:A@AHA-+A#H,and(,):A~,.,A+AH.Thecomodule 
theoretic concept of H-Galois extensions was shown [CFM] under these 
circumstance to be equivalent to surjectivity of [ , 1. In this paper we start 
out by showing that another important comodule theoretic concept, that of 
a total integral [Dl], can be translated to a module theoretic concept as 
well. We show that existence of a total integral is equivalent to the surjec- 
tivity of ( , ), which we also termed suggestively: existence of an element 
c E A of trace 1. Furthermore, if this element c centralizes AH, then AH is 
an AH-bimodule direct summand of A. We apply these to the Morita 
context associated with the H*-module algebra A # H, to prove the main 
theorem of this paper (Theorem 1.8). This theorem deals with semisimple 
extensions (sometimes coined “Maschke type” theorems), or better yet, 
with separable extensions. We show that when A/AH is H*-Galois, 
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separability of the extension A/AH is equivalent to the existence of a trace 
1 element o E A # H which centralizes A. This, in turn, is equivalent to A 
being an A-bimodule direct summand of A #H. Any of these equivalent 
conditions imply that A/AH is a semisimple extension. As a corollary we 
deduce a result of Doi : if A/AH is H*-Galois and E( 7’) = 1, TE jy*, then 
A/A” is a separable extension. But more is true: in Theorem 1.15 we show 
that when k is a field under an additional assumption on H, for any Hopf 
subalgebra H’ of H, AH’/AH is a separable extension as well. In particular, 
if k is a field, H and H* are both semisimple, and A/AH is H*-Galois, then 
the conclusion of 1.15 holds. 
Since A # ~ H is an H-Galois extension, in Theorem 1.11 we use the 
main theorem to show that if the right integral of H is cocommutative and 
A has a central element of trace 1, then A # d H/A is a separable extension. 
Consequently, using [RR], we show in Theorem 1.23 that under the above 
hypotheses, various properties go up from A to A # ~ H, thus generalizing 
results of [RR, So]; for example, we show that gldim A = gl.dim A # d H. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we summarize some characteristics of Frobenius algebras, 
Galois extensions, semisimple extensions, and separable extensions. 
Throughout, k is a commutative ring, H is a Hopf algebra over k, with 
comultiplication d, counit E, and antipode S. We use the “sigma” notation 
of [SW]; any tensor product not otherwise specified will be over k. j, (jr) 
will denote the space of left (right) integrals in H; when we need to specify 
the Hopf algebra, we write [;” (jy). Also, A will denote a left H-module 
algebra. 
Recall the definition of a Frobenius algebra: 
DEFINITION 0.1 [Par]. An algebra H is called Frobenius if it is finitely 
generated projective, and there is a right (or left) H-module isomorphism 
called the Frobenius isomorphism. The right H-module structure on H* is 
given by (b* + a)((~) = b*(ac). Note that when H* is a Hopf algebra, this 
action coincides with the usual one: 
b* + a = 1 b&(b?l,, a>. 
0.2. We now summarize the facts we will be using for a Hopf algebra H 
which is a Frobenius algebra. For proofs of these see [Par]. First, note 
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that any finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field is Frobenius. Now, 
when H is Frobenius, so is H*, and the Frobenius isomorphism for H is 
given by 
6: H-H*, O(h)=h-t T 
(a left H-module map in this case), where TE J/“* generates the space of left 
integrals in H* over k. Also, there is a left integral t~f,, which generates 
(over k) the space of left integrals in H, and for which 
t+T=e. 
Any finitely generated projective Hopf algebra over a commutative ring 
has a bijective antipode, and it is easy to check that in the above 
circumstances, the following connections hold: 
(0.3) 
and 
T+ t = T-+ S-‘(t) = 1 
T+S-l(t)=&. 
In view of this, we set u E Jr, u = SP ‘(t ). This right integral will be used in 
the next section. 
Whenever H has a left integral t as above, there is an element i E H* 
defined by th=A(h)t Vhe H; 1 is grouplike by its definition, and Ir(l)t = t 
implies A( 1) = 1, since j, is free over k, spanned by t. This element is of 
crucial importance in defining the Morita context, for we use it to define 
an automorphism on H, 
(0.4) h”=l~h=Ch(,)(l,h(,)), 
and this we extend to an automorphism of A # H via (a # h)” = a # h” 
[CFM]. H is unimodular (i.e., J,=J,) iff A=&. 
Note that for t, T as above, T + t = /2, for if g E H then 
CT& 6 g> = CT, tg) = (4 g)(T, t>= (1.3 g>. 
Here we have the easily checked formulae Vg E H: 
(0.5) (4 Sk)=V+g)+t 
(b) S-‘(g”)=(g+T)-rt 
and if T is also a right integral in H*, then 
(c) S(g’.)=t+(g+T) 
(d) A is an H*-comodule algebra via 
p(a)=x t(l).aOS-‘(t(,)-, T) VaeA. 
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Note that (a) implies that s(t) = t”. Let us write ah for a # h, and denote 
by S the antipode of H* as well as that of H (it will be clear by the context 
which is meant). 
Recall that A is a left A # H-module via the action 
(0.6) (ah). b = a@. b) 
and a right A # H-module via 
(0.7) u.(bh)=S-‘(h).(ub). 
In order to form the Morita context, we have defined a new right action 
ofA # HonA [CFM]: 
(0.8) a t (bh) = a. (bh)A- = S-l(h’). (ub). 
The following context was first introduced in [CFM] for H finite dimen- 
sional over a field, and generalizes [CF]. 
THEOREM 0.9. Let H be a Frobenius Hopf algebra, and A a left 
H-module algebra; let t E j, us in (0.2). Consider A us a left (right) 
AH-module via left (right) multiplication, us a left A # H-module us in (0.6), 
and a right A # H-module us in (0.8). Then [AH, A~AA # H,A # HAA~, 
A # H], together with the maps 
(0.10) [ ,]:A@,/,A+A # H, [a, b] = utb 
(0.11) (,):AO,#HA+AH, (a, b) = t . (ub) 
is a Moritu context. 
The proof in [CFM] carries through as is. 
All of the results of [CFM, Sec. 21 now follow for the case of H 
Frobenius over a commutative ring k. 
We now turn to Galois extensions. 
DEFINITION 0.12 [KT]. Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A a right 
H-comodule algebra. A/A’” H is said to be H-Gulois if the map 
j?: A aAcO/i A+AOH, B(aOb)=Cabc,,Obc,,, is a bijection. Recall that 
A ‘OH= {UEA 1 p(u)=u@l}, and if H is finitely generated projective as an 
algebra, then AcoH = AH’. 
Remark 0.13. (a) A/AH is H*-Galois iff the map [ , ] of the above 
Morita context is surjective [CFM, Th. 1.21. So, let {xi, y,} c A s.t. 
Ci[xi, yi] = 1. Then VUE A: 
0 = a 1 Cxit Yil = C ( u* xi) Yi = C t taxi) Yi 
1 I I 
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and 
U=C [Xj, Yj]U=CXj(Yi,U)=CXjt’(yiU). 
I I i 
In particular, if a = 1, 1 = x(t xi) yi = 1 xi( t . y,). 
(b) Furthermore, surjectivity of [ , ] implies its injectivity by the 
Morita theorems [Jac, Morita I]. Thus if {ui, u,} c A are elements such 
that C, Cu,, oil E C, # JAI, then 
VUE A : C uU;@ Ui=C u;O’;u. 
In particular, if C [xi, yi] = 1, then C axi@ yj = C xi0 y,u. Obviously, if 
A/AH is H*-Galois, and C ui@ bi is a separability idempotent (as in the 
following definition), then o = C [a;, bi] E C, # JA). 
(c) If also the map ( , ) of the Morita context is onto, then the 
Morita theorems yield a bijective correspondence between H-stable right 
ideals of A, and H*-stable right ideals of A # H; also between the right 
ideals of AH and the H-stable right ideals of A. Of course the left-hand 
version holds also. 
So-called “Maschke type” theorems [Pas, CF, D] are actually instances of 
semisimple extensions. 
DEFINITION 0.14 [HS]. Let A be a ring, and B < A a subring. The 
extension A/B is said to be a left semisimple extension if every submodule 
of a left A-module which is a B-direct summand is an A-direct summand. 
(Right semisimple extensions are defined analogously.) 
A separable extension of A over a (not necessarily commutative) ring B 
is defined as for separable extension over commutative rings [HS]-i.e., 
via the existence of a separability idempotent: xiui@ bi: E AQ, A 
s.t. Vx E A 
(0.15) ~xui@bi=~u,@bix and Cu,bi=l. 
Note that a separable extension is a left and right semisimple extension 
by [HS, 2.61. The following is well known for B commutative, and holds 
for B noncommutative as well. 
Remark 0.16. A/B is a separable extension iff the multiplication map 
A Oe A --% A + 0 splits as an A-bimodule map. The splitting map is then 
given by p: A -+ A Og A, p(u) = C ui@ b,u. 
One more structure we will consider is the generalized crossed product 
A # ~ H, for H acting weakly on A, and for a normal cocycle cr (see 
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[BCM] for properties and discussion of A #D H). We will assume 
throughout that the cocycles are normal and (convolution) invertible. The 
following technical lemma will be necessary: 
LEMMA 0.17. Assume H acts weakly on the algebra A and (r is an 
invertible cocycle. Then Vg, h, I, m E H: 
(1) 1 #~gh=C(a~‘(g,,,,h,,,) #,g,,,)((l #ohm). 
(2) C a-‘Vq,,, 4,,)(hc2, .a(lc2,, m)) 
=c 4h~l~~~l~j m,,,) a.-‘(hc2,, 42 md. 
(3) 1 a-‘(hcll, ~~l,m~~J(h~2, .o-‘(h, mc2,)) 
=c ~-1(h~l,41,~ ml a-‘(hc2,, 1c2J. 
Proof. (1) By direct computation 
c W’(g,,p h,,,) #o g,,,)(l # h,,,) 
=c o-‘kw hc,,) a(gc,,, b,) #, g,,,h,,,= 1 #c, & 
(2) C ap1(hclj9 h)(h~~, .442j, m)) (sinceaeo-‘=id) 
=I ~p’(hc,,, ~tl,)(h,2, .4421, mclJ) a@(,,, hmd a-‘Uq,,, 441mtj,) 
by the cocycle condition 
(3) By [BM, 1.161: 
=c ~p’(h~ljt b,m) a--‘&,,, I,,,). I 
A #, H is a left H*-module algebra via the action h* + (a #, g) = 
a#,h* -, g=Ca #, g(,,(h*, gC2,). Note that h* --, (a ifcg g)(b #, I)= 
(a #, (h* --, g))(b #, 1). 
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1. SEMISIMPLE EXTENSIONS 
Throughout this section, k will be a commutative ring, and H a Hopf 
algebra, Frobenius as an algebra. 
Let A be a left H-module algebra, and define the truce map, tr: A + AH 
via 
(1.1) tr(a) = t .a, aEA. 
Note that the existence of an element, CE A of trace 1, is equivalent to the 
map ( , ): AOA~ A + AH being surjective. 
Our main theorems in this section will generalize some results from H 
finite dimensional semisimple to the case when H is Frobenius and the 
map ( , ) is onto (e.g., [CF, Th. 4; D2, Th. 43). That this is indeed a 
generalization we see in the following example: 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let k and K be fields, char k = p, and K a field extension 
of k. Let 4 E Aut K be an automorphism that satisfies 4” = 1. Then 
{ 1, 4, ..,, dp-‘} are linearly independent; set G = (4). Now consider 
K # kG; t = C 4’ is cocommutative (since all of kG is), so take a E K with 
t.a=C&(a)#O, and set c=(~~~~(u))u. Then t.c=l, H=kG is not 
semsimple; however, K # kG is semisimple by Theorem 1.11. 1 
Remark 1.3. When H is finite dimensional over a field k, it is well 
known that semisimplicity of H is equivalent to E(t) = 1. When H is 
Frobenius and k is a commutative ring, if s(t) = 1, H will be a separable 
extension of k via the separability idempotent C t,,,QS(t,,,), and so a 
semisimple extension. 
When ( , ): A @A~ A + AH is surjective, we have the following result, 
which in the case of k a field is due to [Dl]. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Assume ( , ) is surjective and V is a left AH-module. 
Consider AQA~ V as a left H module via H acting on A on the left. Then 
Vr(A@A~V)Hviucp:l@V-+(A~A~V)H,~(l~~)=l~~. 
ProoJ: Let CE A be a trace 1 element. Define $: (AOA~ V)” -+ 1 @A~ V 
via 
Then IC/(Cai~vi)=Ct.(cai)~~i=l~~(t~CU,).viEIOV and $ is the 
inverse to cp, for 
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and 
= cp ( c (t(l) .c) f(2) -(Ea,@v,)) 
( 
since C ai@ v, E (A Oaf! V)” 
> 
= Cp C (t(l). C) E(t(2)) C ai@ ‘1 
( 1 
Recall that a total integral [Dl ] is a morphism 4 : H* + A which is a 
right H*-comodule map satisfying b(s) = 1. Our next proposition connects 
the concept of total integrals and the map ( , ): 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A be a left H-module algebra. Then: 
(1) ( , ) is surjective o there exists a total integral I$ : H* + A. 
(2) There exists c E C,(A”) (= the centralizer of A” in A) so that 
t . c = 1 o there exists a total integral 4: H* + C,(A”). 
ProoJ (1) ( , ) is surjective o there exists c E A s.t. t . c = 1. Assuming 
there exists such an element, define 4: H* + A as follows: Set d(T) = c, 
and for h* E H* let d(h*)= %%‘(h*) .c (9 as in 0.2). Then 4 is a left 
H-module map (since 9 is)-hence a right H*-comodule map. Also, 
4(s)= 9%‘(s) .c= 1, so 4 is a total integral. Conversely, if 4: H* + A is a 
total integral, set c=d(T), so that t.c=t.d(T)=$(t+T)=q5(&)=1. 
(2) If cEC,,,(A”), then VaEA”, h*EH*, and h=%-‘(h*): 
aq5(h*)=a(h.c)=h.(ac)=h.(ca)=(h.c)a=d(h*)a. 
On the other hand, if ~(H*)c C,(A”), then c=&T)E C,(A”). 1 
Assuming A/A” to be a Galois extension, existence of trace 1 elements 
is equivalent to direct summand requirements on A”: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A/A” be H*-Galois. Then: 
(1) AH is a right (left) AH-direct summand of A o A has a trace 
element, c [KT]. 
(2) A” is an A”-bimodule direct summand of A o A has a trace 
element c E C,(A”). 
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Proof (1) We reprove (l), since this proof gives the element explicitly. 
(a) By [CFM, Th. 1.23, A/AH is H*-Galois implies that A # HZ’ 
End(A,,,), with x the ring isomorphism defined by the left A # H action 
on A. Assuming AH is an AH-direct summand of A, there exists a right 
AH-projection p: A + At’. Let e=z-l(p); then VacA, x~A~:e(ax)= 
(e.a)x, and e.aeAn. 
Let x ,,..., x,, y, ,..., y,~ A s.t. z [xi, yi] = 1. Then C x,(t yi) = 1 (by 
0.13). Hence 1 =e.l =Ce.x,(t.y,)=t.(C(e.x,)y,). Set c=C(e.xi) yi to 
get the desired element. 
The proof of the left analogue is similar. 
Note that e = tc, for VUEA, u=Cxit.(hiu) (by 0.13); hence 
e~a=~(e~~~)t~(y,u)=t~(~(e~x~)y,u)=tc~u. But rc is an isomorphism; 
hence e = tc. 
(-=) If CE A has trace 1, set e= tc. Then z(e) is a right AH-projec- 
tion, since Vx~A~:n(e)(x)=e~x=t~(cx)=(t~c)x=x. 
(2) (a) Let p, c, e be as in (1) with p an AH-bimodule morphism 
(or equivalently, p commutes with AH). Since rc is a ring homomorphism, 
this implies that tc = e = ~-l(p) commutes with AH. But t commutes with 
AH, so c does too. 
(-=) If c commutes with AH, so does e = tc; hence p = n(e) is an 
AH-bimodule projection. 
Part (2) may also be shown as a consequence of Proposition 1.5 
and [Dl]. 1 
In the proof of (1) H*-Galois is not necessary to prove (e); 
analogously, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let M be a left A # H-module, and assume there 
exists c E C,(A”) of truce 1. Then MH is an A H-direct summand of M. 
Proof Define p: A4 -+ MH by p(m) = tc m. Then p is an AH-projection, 
for if XEA~, then p(x . m) = tcx . m = txc . m = x( tc . m) = x . p(m); also if 
mEMH then p(m)=tc.m=C(t(,,.c)(t(,,.m)=(t.c)m=m. 1 
We now come to the central theorem of this paper. Recall TEJ;“’ and 
T+ t = 1 (0.3). 
THEOREM 1.8. Let H be a Hopf algebra, Frobenius as an algebra, and let 
A/AH be an H*-Gulois extension (C[xi, yi] = 1). Then conditions (l)-(6) 
are equivalent : 
(1) AlA H is a separable extension. 
(2) 3coEC A#H(A) with T+o= 1. 
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(3) A is an A-bimodule direct summand of A # H. 
(4) There exists an element c E A such that 1 xicy, = 1 
(5) There exists an element CE C,(A”) such that C xicy,= 1. 
(6) [DT, Th. 3.141 There exists a total integral 1+5: H-r C,(A”). 
If any of the above hold, then AjA” is a left and right semisimple extension. 
Moreover, if A” is semisimple Artinian, then so is A. 
Proof: By Remark 0.13(b), [ , ] is bijective and we use this here. 
(1) * (2) Let C ai @ b, E A Ban A be the separability idempotent for 
AlA H, and set o=Cy=, [a,,bi]. Then WEC~#~(A) (by 0.13(b)), and 
T-+w=Cy=, a,(T+ t)b,=CyzI a, hi= 1. 
(2)*(l) Let Cy!“=, a,@b,= [, ]-‘0. Then by 0.13(b) 
and 
VaEA, f aai@b,= f a,@b,a 
,=I i= I 
f a,bi=T-+ f a,tb,=T-+o=l. 
,= =, i= I 
Hence A/A” is a separable extension. 
(2) 0 (3) follows from Proposition 1.6(2), by taking B = A # H, acted 
upon by the Hopf algebra H*, and for which BH’ = (A # H)“*E A (as 
rings, [ BCM ] ). 
(5) * (4) is obvious. 
(4) => (1) Set C, ai@ bi=C, xic@ y,. Then Cjaj@ b, is a separability 
idempotent, for x ai b, = x x, cy,= 1, and if aE A, then C ax,c@ y, = 
1 xi CO yj a (by 0.13(b)). 
(1) * (5) Let C ai@ b, be the separability idempotent, and set 
c=Ca,(t.b,). Then 
~xia,(t~b,)y,=~ajt~(b,x,)y,=(by0.13(a))~a,bj=1; 
i, i 1-J J 
furthermore, c E C,( A “), for if a E AH then 
~aai(t.bi)=(by0.13(b))~ai(t .bja)=xa,(t.bi)a. 
(5)o (6) Recall the right Miyashita-Ulbrich action of H* on 
C,(A”):if h*EH*, let B~‘(lOh*)=CuiOviEAOAHA. Then x.h*= 
1 ui xvi Vx E C,(AH). Similarly to 0.7, this translates to a left action of H* 
on C,(A”) via h* .x=x. S-‘(h*). NOW, p(C xi@ y,) = 1 @S-‘(T), for by 
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OS(d), if SEA, then p(a)=C tCII~a@S~‘(tC,,+ T), so fl(a@b)= 
~a(t(,).b)@S-‘(t(,,+T) VU,bEA. Hence Cl,(tj x,(h. Y,) # tc2) = 
C [xi, yi] = 1 implies that /I(Ci xi@ yi) = 10 S-‘(T). Thus T.x = 
x . S-‘(T) = C x,xy, Vx E C,(AH). Proposition l.S( 1) applied to the 
H*-module algebra C,(A”) now yields (5)o (6). Note that this proof 
takes a different approach to that of CDT]. 
If any of the conditions (1 t(6) hold, then in particular (1) does-hence 
A/AH is a left and right semisimple extension [HS, 2.61. Thus complete 
reducibility as an AH-module implies complete reducibility as an 
A-module. 1 
As an immediate corollary, we get the following generalization of 
[CF, BM]: 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let H act weakly on A, let o be a normal invertible 
cocycle, and suppose e(t) = 1. Then A # D H is a separable extension of A. In 
particular [BM], A # ~ H is a wmisimple extension of A. 
ProoJ: By [BM, 1.181, A #, H/A is H-Galois. Now take w  = 
1 # 1 # E. Then t -+o=?+E:=E(~)= 1, and ogCA #nH# H.(A #, H) 
trivially. 1 
When H is not semisimple, but A has a trace 1 element, we get still 
another corollary relating A to A #(r H, under certain cirsumstances. An 
important condition here is that H has a right integral t ES, which is 
cocommutative: d(t) = C(t) t(,)@ t(,) = &,, t(,) @ t(r). 
The following was shown [LR, Prop. S] to hold for H finite dimensional 
over a field k, using bilinear forms. Here we give a direct proof, 
generalizing that result: 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let H b#? a Frobenius Hopf algebra and k a 
commutative ring, and t E fI, TE SF* as in (0.2). Then t is cocommutative 
iff T is also a right integral and S2 = id. 
Proof: We use the formula (Te g) -+ t = S(g) (OSa). Assume t is 
cocommutative. Then 
S(g)=(Ttg)~t=Ct,,,(Ttg,t,,,) (by cocommutativity oft) 
=I f(z,<T+ g, ?(I)) =c f,2,<7-> gt(,,) 
=I S-‘(go,) g(z,t,,,<K g(,,f(,,) 
=S-‘(d&z,K [(I,) (by cocommutativity oft) 
=S-‘(g)(T-,t)=S?(g). 
So S2 = id. 
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To show that T is a 2-sided integral, recall that analogously to (0.2), the 
map 0’ : H* + H, O/(/r*) = h* -+ t, is a bijection. So, Vh* E H* : O’( Th*) = 
Th* + t= (Th*, t) (since Th* is also a left integral) =C (T, t,,,) 
<A*, f(z)) = C(h*, t,,,)(T, f(z)) = (h*T, t> = (A*, 1 )(T, t> = (A*, 1 >. 
But so is O’(h*T)=(h*, l)T+t=(h*,l). So h*T=Th*, and T is 
2-sided. 
For the converse assume T is 2-sided, S = SV’, and use (OS)(b) and (c); 
let g*, h* E H*. Since comultiplication in His dual to multiplication in H*, 
it suffkes to show that 
(g*h*, t) = (h*g*, t). 
Let h=O-‘(h*), i.e., h* =h -+ T. Then 
(g*h*,t)=(g*,h*+t)=(g*,(h+T)+t) (by 0.W)) 
= (g*, S-‘(h’)) 
and 
(h*g*,t)=(g*,tch*)=(g*,tt(h+T)) (by 0.5(c)) 
= <g*, WA)) (since S = S ~ ’ ) 
= (g*, S-‘(h”)) 
so the result follows. 1 
THEOREM 1.11. Let A be a left H-module algebra with a central trace 1 
element c. If t E St is cocommutative and o is an invertible normal 2-cocycle, 
then A # ~ H is a separable extension of A. 
Proof Set u = S(t); then u is cocommutative. As in Corollary 1.9, 
A # ~ H/A is H-Galois. We define an element w  E A # d H # H*, satisfying 
the requirements of Theorem 1.8(2). Let 
OJ= c W’Wq,,), u,d #, S(u,,,) # T)(c #, ~(4) # 6). 
(u) 
Then 
So we calculate: 
(by the twisted module condition) 
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=I (S(zq,,). c) # ~ S(u(,,) q3) (since 24 is cocommutative) 
= 1 S(q,,) c Tfo S(U(3,) U(Z) = c S(q,,) c # d s- ‘(q3J U(2) 
=S(u).c=t.c=l. 
To show that WE C, #,H # H* (A # ~ H), by the bijectivity of [ , 1, it 
suffices to show that if 65,=x ap’(S(zq2,), Q)) #, S(zql))OA (c #, u(,,), 
then VZEA #,H, (z@l)&=G(l@z) VUEA. 
First let z = a # 4 1. Then 
= 1 o-‘(s(q2,)? %,I if g S(uc,,)Oa C(U(4) .a) #d U(S) 
(since c E Z(A), and the tensor is over A = (A # H)H’) 
=c (~-‘(sb(*,)~ q3J #,s(q,,))(q,,.Q #, l)O, c #ou(5) 
= c O-‘(s(u(,,)V u(4))(s(u(2)) u(5) . u) # (T s(“,,,) @A c # o u(6) 
(by the twisted module condition) 
= c (S(%,) U(4). ‘1 a-‘(S(u(2,)? u,5)) #CT S(U(,))@/, c # ,, u(6) 
=C~~-‘(w(2,)dq,,) #ds(qI))OAC #ou(4). 
Next, let z = 1 #D h. Then: 
=C~-‘(w(z,)~ U(3)) #o S(uc,,)@a cc #cq4,)(1 #oh) 
= c ~-‘(w(,,)? U(3)) #0 s(qlJ@A cdq4)3 h(l)) #CT q5++2, 
(since c E Z(A)) 
=I W’W(2,)9 U(3)) #, s(q,JMq4,> A(,, #, 110, c #, q5,&, 
= c ~-‘(s(q,,)~ U(4J(S(U(2)) .4q5,> h(,,) #CT St”(,,))@,4 c #, U(6,h,2, 
(by Lemma 0.17(2)) 
= 1 dS(u(3,) u(4), A,,,) a-‘(S(u(2,), U(5,h(2,) #TV s(“(,,)@~, c #CT U(6,h,3, 
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= c a-‘(S(u,,,), u (3,h(,,) #o S(U(I))@A c #n Y4,b, 
(by expanding h) 
=c W’(~,,,W,,)~ U(4)) Oh(,)> S(U(,,) #v 43,) 
x(1 #, S(U(,,)))OA c #oU(4, (by 0.17(3)) 
=c (~-v(,,? S(U(,,) U(4))(b) ~Owq,,), U(S))) #, h(3)) 
x(1 #oS(u,l,))Oac #r7u,4, 
=c (1 #,h)(o-‘(S(u,,,, U(j)) #, S(n,,,)))O, c #O U(4). 
So A #d H is a separable extension of A. 1 
As an immediate corollary we now have: 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let A and H satisfy the conditions of the theorem. If 
A is semisimple Artinian, so is A #(r H. 
Another corollary of the central theorem is Doi’s result: 
COROLLARY 1.13 [D2, Th. 41. Let A/AH be an H*-Galois extension, 
with E(T) = ( T, 1) = 1. Then A/AH is a separable extension. Consequently, 
AlAH is a semisimple extension, and if AH is semisimple Artinian, so is A. 
Proof Letting w = 1 # 1, condition (2) of the theorem is satisfied. i 
More generally, we will consider A H’ for any Hopf subalgebra H’ < H 
(in the above corollary H’ = k, so A”’ = A). 
A classical result of Galois theory states that if F is a field extension of 
K, F/K a finite Galois extension with G = Gal(F/K) and G’ < G a subgroup, 
then p’/K is a separable extension. This was generalized in [HS, Th. 3.43 
to an arbitrary algebra A. We now generalize to certain finite dimensional 
Hopf algebras H over a field k. 
Assume that k is a field, and H is finite dimensional in 1.14-1.16. 
The following proposition is a consequence of [NZ]: 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Let H’ < H be a Hopf subalgebra, t E sy, t’ ES/“’ left 
integrals of H and H’, resp. Then: 
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(1) [LR, Prop. 2.41. There exists y E A such that t = t’y. 
(2) If H* is semisimple, then there exists TEE?* so that T+ t’= 1. 
Proof of (2). Since k is a field, it suffices to show that T-+ t’ # 0. 
Assume T + t’= 0. Let d(t’) = 1 si@ ti, with (sl} and { ti} bases of H’. 
Then 0 = T -+ t’ = 1 si( T, t,), the independence of (sij implies (T, t,) = 0 
Vi-and so (T, H’) = 0. But this contradicts s(T) = ( T, 1) # 0. 
Using some ideas from the proof of [HS, Prop. 2.31 we show: 
THEOREM 1.15. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field 
k, let AlAH be H*-Galois, with a trace 1 element in A, and assume H* is 
semisimple. If H’ < H is a Hopf subalgebra, for which there exists z E H so 
that t = t’y = zt’, t’ E J/“‘, then AH’/A H is a separable extension. 
Remark 1.16. Note that if unimodularity of H implies unimodularity of 
H’ for any Hopf subalgebra H’ < H, then there is indeed such a z E H, for 
then t = s(t) = S(y) S(t’) = S( y)t’. This is not always true; for instance the 
Drinfeld double D(H) is always unimodular [R, Th. 4(a)]. However, we 
ask the following: 
Question 1.17. When does unimodularity of H imply unimodularity of 
every Hopf subalgebra H’ < H? 
Proof of Theorem 1.15. Let EYE 1 xi@ y, be the element for which 
Cy= 1 [xi, yi] = 1, and let CE A be an element of trace 1. Note that 
1 = t . c = t’y . c = t’ ( y . c), and let b = y c. We claim that 
c t’ .x~@,,H t’ . (y;b) 
’ a separability idempotent for AH’/AH. First, to show that 
t’ . xi) t’ . ( y,b) = 1, note that I( t’ xi) yi = 1. For 
c (t’.xj)yj= T+c (t’.x;) ty; 
=T+~t’xity,=T+t’=l by Prop. 1.14(2) 
so, 
C(t’.x,)(t’.y,b)=t’. C(t’.x;)y,b =t’.b=l. 
> 
Next, in order to prove that VW E AH’, 
C~(t’~xJ@~~t’.(y~b)=C t’.xiOA,,t’.( yib)o 
481/149/Z-II 
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we will first show the following equalities: 
V’weAH’: 
(a) 1, (t’.~~)t~(~~bw)=w, 
(b) 1, t (oxi)t’ ( y,h) = w, 
(c) vi,j:t~(y,bt’.(ox,))=t.(t’.(y,bo)x,). 
(a) C(t’.xi)t.(y,bw)=C t’.(x,t.(y,bw))=(by 0.13) t’.(bw)= 
(t’ . b)w = 0. 
(b) is proven in the same manner. 
(c) Here we need t = zt’ : 
t . ( yibt’ . (OXi)) = t . ( yibw(t’ .x,)) 
=zt’.(y,bo(t’.x,))=z~(t”(y;bw)(t’~x,)) 
= zt’ . (t’ ( yibo)xj) = t . (2’ ( y,bo)x,). 
Now, the separability condition: 
1 w(t’ . Xi) Oaf/ t’ . (L’jb) 
i 
=~t’+oxi)@AHt’.(y;b) (by (4) 
=~(t’.Xi)t.(y,bl’+aX;))OAHt’~(yib) 
=&r’.Xj)04”t~(y,bt”(wx;))f.~(yib) (by (c)l 
i& )O t ‘X, x,Ht.(t’.(yjbw)x,)t’~(y,b) (by (b)) 
=;(t’.xj)o,Ht”(y,bw) 
COROLLARY 1.18 [HS, Prop. 3.41. Zf H = kG, G finite, A/A” is Gafois, 
and A has an element of trace 1, then for any subgroup G’ < G, AG’JAG is a 
separable extension. 
Proof: H* = (kG)* is always semisimple, and for any G’ < G, kG’ is 
unimodular. Hence the result follows by Remark 1.16. 1 
As another corollary, we get the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.19. Let H be a finite dimensional semisimple, cosemisimple 
Hopf algebra over a field k, and let A/AH be H*-Galois. Then for any Hopf 
subalgebra H’ < H, AH’/AH is a separable extension. 
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Proof The element c = 1 is a trace 1 element in A since H is semi- 
simple, and s(t)) # 0 since s(t) = E( t’) s(y) # 0, so H’ is semisimple. Hence 
H’ is unimodular, and the result follows by Remark 1.16. 1 
Returning to the general case, we infer further properties of A # ~ H 
from those of A, resulting from Theorem 1.8. We follow [RR], and 
consider the following conditions: 
(Ai) An is an AH-bimodule direct summand of A (equivalently, A 
has a trace 1 element CE C,(An), by Prop. 1.6). 
(Aii) The multiplication map A O,,,H A li+ A + 0 is a split 
epimorphism of A-bimodules (equivalently, A/An is a separable extension, 
by 0.16). 
(B) Given the induction and restriction functors: 
T=AOAH:modAH+modA 
R = restriction : mod A -+ mod An, 
(T, R) is an adjoint pair of functors. 
The following are generalizations of [So, RR]: 
THEOREM 1.20. Let H be a Hopf algebra, Frobenius as an algebra over 
a commutative ring k. Let A be a left H-module algebra, and o a normal 
invertible cocycle. Then conditions (Ai) and (Aii) are satisfied with respect to 
H* acting on A # ~ H and under either of the following: 
(1) E(t)= 1, ES,. 
(2) A has a central element of trace 1 and s, is cocommutative. 
Proof Assume (1) holds. Then (Ai) holds by Proposition 1.6 with c= 1 
and (Aii) holds by Corollary 1.9. 
Assume (2) holds. Then (Ai) holds by Proposition 1.6, and (Aii) holds 
by Theorem 1.11. 1 
THEOREM 1.21 [D2, Th. 51. Let H be Frobenius, and let A/AH be 
H*-Galois. Then condition (B) holds for right A and AH modules. 
A proof similar to Doi’s shows that (B) holds on the left as well. 
THEOREM 1.22. Let H be a Hopf algebra, Frobenius as an algebra, and 
A a left H-module algebra such that A/AH is an H*-Galois extension. Then 
A is 1-Gorenstein iff AH is, 
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Proof: By Theorem 1.21 condition (B) is satisfied; hence the result 
follows from [RR, Th. 1.31. 1 
As an immediate consequence of [RR, Th. 1.31, and the fact that 
A #D H is H-Galois for any normal invertible cocycle q, we get the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.23. Let H he a Hopf algebra, Frobenius as an algebra, A a 
left H-module algebra, and o an invertible normal cocylce. If either 
(i) c(t)= 1, or 
(ii) A has a central element of trace 1 and j, is cocommutative, then: 
(1) If A is Artinian, then A # ~ H is of finite representation type iff 
A is. 
(2) gl.dimA #,H=gl.dimA. 
(3) A # n H is seljinjective [fl A is. 
(4) A # rr H is an Auslander algebra iff A is. 
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